
Forest Park Preparatory School Values 2021-22

Key plan for implementing our school values more widely and at a greater depth throughout the school.



Autumn Term Focus - Nurture Differentiated Learning Values
Examples of how the learning values are:

● Supported and promoted by staff
● Demonstrated and evidence by children

We listen to every child and encourage
them to learn and grow as they develop
their key skills.
All personal needs are looked after as part
of the Forest Park family.

EYFS Years 1 & 2 Years 3 & 4 Years 5 & 6

Aut How staff support and promote
the development of nurturing
skills

Modelling care for each
other, the environment
etc.
Buddy system
Golden rules
PSHE games, stories
Listening to each other
Respecting feelings
Make an example /
acknowledge nurturing
skills - bell to alert chn

Friendship rules
Buddies
Circle time (linking to
excellence, aspire and
nurture)
Reflection time
Stories
PSHE
Mindfulness
Dojo

-Buddy system
-Mindfulness practice
-PSHE activities
-’Team’ morale in the
classroom
-Roles and
responsibilities in the
classroom

Implement buddy
sessions.
Buddy trip.
Y6 roles and
responsibilities.
Y5 spending time with
chn new to the school.
PSHE sessions (&
wellbeing captain).
Y5 lunch duties.
Classroom displays
celebrating the 3 values.

How a child demonstrates a
nurturing character

Supports others when
upset
Kindness - good
manners
Listens to peers / talk
partners
Compassionate,
understanding feelings
of others even if different
to theirs
Reflects on books /
PSHE

Kind to a friend
Reflect on how they
have nurtured someone
or been nurtured.
Helping a friend in
different ways e.g.
swimming, work
Helping children on the
buddy bench.
Compliments box

-Being a role model by
showing kind behaviours
-Mindful moment
reflections
-Kindness book
-Looking after their
buddy

Caring for a buddy.
Y6 role-modelling.
Y5 chn helping introduce
new pre-prepper to life
at FPP, and supporting
with lunch.



Spring Term Focus - Excellence Differentiated Learning Values
Examples of how the learning values are:

● Supported and promoted by staff
● Demonstrated and evidence by children

We believe in the best outcomes for every
child.
High quality teaching and learning enables
pupils to achieve the highest possible
standards in all that they do.

EYFS Years 1 & 2 Years 3 & 4 Years 5 & 6

Spr How staff support and promote
the development of excellence in
their lessons/around school

Awards
Challenge activities
Rich enhanced provision
Growth mindset - proud
of effort
Competitions
Display boards - charts

-Merits for high quality
work
-Achievements (e.g.
TTRS)
-Behaviour and attitude
rewards

Recording of merits and
house points will
continue - celebrated in
house meetings.
Academic competitions -
maths, spelling bee etc.
Classroom displays
celebrating the 3 values
- wow walls etc.

How a child achieves excellent
outcomes and achievements

Keeps on trying -
perseverance
Good behaviour
Strives to improve
Assessments

-Excellent work in their
lessons (verbal and
written)
-WOW work
-High achievement
score in an assessment
-Showing consistent
exemplary behaviours
-Big improvements in
any area

Academic excellence as
evidenced in work.
Competitions and merits
- chn given opportunity
to succeed in a public
sphere, celebrated by
whole school.



Summer Term Focus - Aspire Differentiated Learning Values
Examples of how the learning values are:

● Supported and promoted by staff
● Demonstrated and evidence by children

We provide an appropriate level of
challenge for pupils.
Hard work and dedication from pupils
ensures they achieve success and foster a
love for learning.

EYFS Years 1 & 2 Years 3 & 4 Years 5 & 6

Sum How staff support and promote
the development of aspiration
and goal setting

Targets - steps to
success
Reports
Evidence me
Pupil asset
Show positive role
models
Growth mindset

-Careers day
-Target setting
-Reflection time
-Mindfulness practice

Careers Day/ possible
entrepreneurial skills
day.
Y6 transition to
secondary school -
PSHE on setting goals
for high school.
Classroom displays
celebrating the 3 values.

How a child displays aspirational
outcomes and a positive outlook

Wants to improve
Sets own goals
Works independently to
achieve outcomes

-Talking about their
goals
-Setting their own
targets (academically
and personal)
-Effectively reflecting on
their day and making
plans of action on how
to move forward (mindful
moment)
-Showing a growth
mindset

Chn introduced to
possible career routes,
so can envision their
futures and how to
achieve their goals.
Positive outlook towards
change (secondary
transition).


